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<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>ITEM</th>
<th>INTRODUCED BY:</th>
<th>PURPOSE:</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Welcome, introductions and apologies, overview of the agenda. Welcome to Ndi Euphrosia Ebai-atuh, new Consumer Executive representative</td>
<td>Co-Chairs</td>
<td>For information</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Review of action points and approval of the Minutes from the 8th December Teleconference</td>
<td>Co-Chairs</td>
<td>For approval [attachment 1]</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
| 3. Members of the Council on working groups updates:  
  - Diversity working group  
  - Colloquia, Meetings and Events working group  
  - Monitoring and Evaluation working group  
  - Any other working group. | Members on working groups | For information |
| 4. Report from the Governing Board | Board Co-Chair, Tracey Howe | For information |
| 5. Review of the Executives: feedback from the SMT | Lucie Binder | For information [paper from Lucie] |
| 6. Changes to Council Membership in 2021 Co-Chairs positions, Authors, Fields, and Methods | Co-Chairs | For discussion [attachment 2] |
| 7. Papers from Chris Champion:  
  - Early Career Professionals representation to the Council  
  - New Membership types | Chris Champion | For discussion [Attachments 3 and 4] |
| 8. Update on Editorial Integrity and Efficiency Project  
https://community.cochrane.org/review-production/production-resources/editorial-integrity-and-efficiency-project | All members | For information |
| 9. Council work priorities in 2021 | All members | For discussion |
| 10. Governance Meetings: 17-19 May 2021 | SMT/Co-Chairs | For information |
| 11. AOB and Council Only | Council Only | For discussion |

## Summary of Actions requested during the meeting on 8th December 2020

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Agenda Item refers to the 8th December meeting agenda</th>
<th>Action</th>
<th>Date Added</th>
<th>Date Completed</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

<p>| | | |</p>
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>Gail Quinn</strong> to liaise with <strong>Veronica Bonfigli</strong> to add the working groups missing from the list on the website.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;17 February 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td><strong>Chris Champion</strong> to include a page with a list of working groups when reviewing Cochrane’s websites.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;Noted on the parameters for the web review. Action completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>Craig</strong> to extract the comments received on the <em>Mission and Vision</em> section of the Strategic Framework to share them with Council for information.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4.</td>
<td><strong>Council members</strong> to continue to provide comments on the Strategic Framework to Council Chairs.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5.</td>
<td><strong>Lucie</strong> to circulate to Council the SMT’s initial response on the Review of the Exec item.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><strong>Veronica</strong> to amend the <em>Council work in 2020</em> document and send it back to the Chairs for their review.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;16 February 2021</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><strong>Council</strong> to send any additional comments on the Review of the Council work in 2020 document to the Chairs.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;Completed</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6.</td>
<td><strong>Craig and Miranda</strong> to write a forward to the paper for it to be published on the website.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;14 December 2020</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td><strong>Council</strong> to send recommendations on the Council’s role in tackling the climate change issue.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;On-going</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7.</td>
<td><strong>Council Chairs</strong> to circulate to Council the agenda of topics discussed during the Board and Council Co-Chairs catch-ups in a bullet-point format.</td>
<td><strong>8th December 2020</strong>&lt;br&gt;Standing action</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Council Paper 140421-1

Council cochair

The role of Council cochair is a unique opportunity to work closely with the Cochrane community, the Governing Board, Editorial Office and Senior Management Team. The role includes briefings on strategic and operational matters. Council cochairs are often involved in working groups, analytic work and may be requested to present or speak on behalf of Council and the Cochrane community at AGM or Governance Meetings. Council cochairs serve the interests of the Council and act as liaison between Cochrane leadership and Council members.

It is a position that benefits from establishing and maintaining trust, constructive working relationships, and impartiality within and across Cochrane leadership groups. Of course, there are regular meetings as communication is the primary driver of the cochair role. The meeting schedule is semi-regular.

Senior Management Team: 6-8 weekly
These meetings tend to be an hour of informal discussion and mutual reporting. Minutes in a formal sense are not kept, action items are noted.

Board cochairs: quarterly
These are also informal 60 minute meetings, in the form of a ‘check in’ style in which there is no formal agenda. These are a unique opportunity to update the Board cochairs on Council matters, interests and operations, and to hear what topics are on the Boards radar. There are no minutes for these meetings, action items are raised and noted.

Council meetings: quarterly (two day long in person meetings at Governance Meetings and Colloquium and two 1.5 hour two teleconferences, more frequently if needed). Veronica Bonfigli, Council’s administrative support officer, sets up Council meetings, tracks action items and drafts the agenda. Prior to Council meetings, an email goes out to Council members and constituent groups inviting agenda items. The cochairs lead this meeting, tracking action items and attendance.

The cochair role involves meeting and event planning, agenda development and reporting to relevant stakeholders and groups. While the lead up to Governance Meetings and Colloquium meeting require a greater time commitment than usual, the average over a year tends to be 3-4 hours per month. Council policy review is also in the remit of the cochairs, and includes regular review of terms of reference, codes of conduct, and policies related to appointment, representation, attendance of Council meetings.

The cochairs are also responsible for the Council website, for developing workflow and standard operating procedures documents, position papers, discussion papers or responses which are uploaded and made available to the wider Cochrane community. The cochair role is dynamic, flexible and can be a creative opportunity to engage, represent and facilitate the interests of a global community.
Early Career Professionals representation within Cochrane

Council Paper 140421-2
Early Career Professionals representation on the Cochrane Council

Context

The Early Career Professionals Network was started in 2019 as a way to bring together this community within Cochrane.

This group aims to provide its members opportunities to enhance their knowledge, skills, and expertise by providing a platform for international networking with early career professionals or other members in the Cochrane community. We aim to focus on the development of leadership skills for the early career members of the Cochrane community and encourage active involvement of the Early Career Professionals in shaping the mission and vision of the Cochrane community.

The group has a core of around 20 “steering committee” members who oversee and organize the work of the group. They run regular events for early career professionals including journal clubs and online meetups. They also produce a regular newsletter. This newsletter now has 1,250 subscribers, which gives an indication of the interest in this area.

Representation of this group within Cochrane

Over the last 2 years we have looked at ways to give this group representation across Cochrane and also to give these individuals opportunities to develop their leadership skills. Examples of this include two seats on the Governing Board sub-committee for future events and we are currently recruiting two early career members to shadow the Editorial Board.

We hope that by connecting this group with opportunities like this, we can help to develop their understanding of how Cochrane works and give them the chance to build their skills in order that they can take on positions of responsibility in Cochrane in the future.

We also hope that they will bring new perspectives to the groups they participate in.

Request to the Council

The Council are asked to consider establishing two seats (to match other represented groups) on the Council for the Early Career Professionals Network, so that we can further this agenda of including these individuals and giving them opportunities to develop their skills and understanding of Cochrane.

This proposal has the support of the Governing Board Co-Chairs.

Paper written by Chris Champion, April 2021.
Responses from call to the MEs list in response to February’s ‘Join the Conversation’ webinar (and specifically the ‘separation of responsibilities for developmental and editorial functions’ pilot

Collated by Lindsey Elstub on behalf of the ME Executive

Response 1; received 15.02.21:
From an email to Toby Lasserson“... My query, therefore, is where does the ‘Centralized Editorial Service’ leave the Contact Editor system we use? For example, if peer reviewers ask for changes in the outcomes or interventions, or on the suitability of the references in the ‘Background’, then is it the ‘centralised team’ that decides on the changes finally made, or does the Contact Editor get a say at this point? Theoretically, the final agreed protocol/review could be very different to the version ‘signed of’ to be sent to peer review...”.

Response 2; received 15.02.21
I was not able to attend the webinar so have just read the Q&A. I am not sure what they mean by ‘extensive consultation with CRGs’. I must be honest, I am fuming and disappointed about this future plans. There are huge implications for MEs and their role, and I find it outrageous they plan to change our roles so radically just like that. It reads like they are doing us a favour - since we are all so overloaded with work this would make our lives easier. In reality, what it really seems to me to be the plan is Cochrane is not prepared or able or believe that authors can be trained or capable of producing high quality reviews given time frames, constant changes, and increased complexity in methods. So, here is the answer, MEs, who I must add have always been trusted to know everything Cochrane, provide all sorts of support and solutions, now become co-authors, all but in name, we never get any credit for anything, and complete reviews that will not have problems going through the latest stages of the editorial process centrally cause they are already sorted out by us. Clever, I must admit, nice one from Cochrane.

Also:
Q. “It sounds as though MEs and AMEs are moving to become co-authors on reviews, with the Cochrane Editorial Service taking over editing? A. Managing Editors will still be able to edit reviews. It also means that extensive editing could be provided (if the CRG/Managing Editor is available and willing to provide it), without concerns about independence for editorial decisions given the level of investment made.”

“.....The pilot will also allow CRG staff to become authors of reviews, if and when relevant....”

Willing to provide it? What does that exactly mean? Become authors, already being editors, if and when relevant. What on earth does all this means? It seems conveniently vague seems to me. Are we having 2 roles now? If all the work it is seen as part of the role, then good luck with that, we will get no recognition in return, also seriously, now we will be authors of say 100 reviews? Is this so eventually we take on the updates too and the lead author role, and with support from other clinical authors, instead of managing editors we are managing authors? My guess is we do the authors’ work and get a thanks in return as it is already happening. Interestingly, they say CRG staff, not MEs. So not only Cochrane but Co-Eds will have a say on this, again, we will the ones doing all, getting nothing back, which is not new to be fair so why changing now.

Will MEs be allowed to apply to work for Cochrane Editorial Service? Is this going to be properly advertised and open?
Also, where there are 2 MEs in a CRG, what happens then? Authors of half of group’s portfolio each?
I have been with Cochrane for longer than I can remember, the way MEs continue to be treated and the way our roles keep being changed with this notion that everybody else within the organisation knows better and what is best for us is now beginning to become an issue. If all this is implemented, if the editorial/publishing aspects of the role are taking away from us with just an emphasis for us to be methods experts so we can write this complex and lengthy documents so Cochrane can publish them speedily, then I will have to reconsider my future with the organisation. The issue is not the editorial process, the real issue is reviews take longer going through the process due to lack of quality and that is an author issue. To get us to be authors to overcome the issue is not the solution, it is the most convenient solution for Cochrane, but what about us? Will I want to act as an author? What recognition will I get for each review’s authorship?
And I must add all this in the middle of what is already a challenging and difficult time, to be worried about my role and my place within the organisation is most unwelcome and does not make me feel valued in the slightest.
Finally, forget pilots and endless projects, what I would demand is an ME job description draft right now of what they envisage our roles our going to be. We need that now and our say on it.

Response 3; received 15.02.21:

EMD pilot
- A major concern is that a centralised editorial service will not be able to navigate the health landscape of individual CRGs, especially the nuances of specific topic areas. Clinical expertise will always be within the CRG, the majority of whom have spent years building close and effective working relationships with editors and peer reviewers. This work, which is so important for a volunteer-heavy organisation like Cochrane, would be in danger of being lost.
- In order to make sure that the deliverability of this pilot does not become the sole responsibility of the ME role, it is important that it comes with a structured, coherent and evaluated implementation plan that allows success to be properly measured.

EMS
- The roll-out of this system to authors and peer reviewers needs to be handled carefully, with role-specific communication to ensure that people are aware of what is coming and what they will need to do.
- The training should be role-specific and handled centrally, not something to be cascaded to CRG members (e.g. Co-Ed and editors) by the ME. Consideration should also be given to making it mandatory for certain roles to prevent the roll-out ultimately falling to the ME.
- There should be a centralised response for queries and problems with the new system (e.g. Community Support) and advance thought should be given to making sure that it has appropriate capacity to be able to manage.

Response 4; received 16.02.21:

- CRG staff are under pressure from remote working and constant system change. Moving to the new EMS is a big investment of time and a challenge in terms of change management. How can we engage them in training on the new EMS, when we are simultaneously piloting an alternative model
where CRG staff do not need to use the EMS for its main function – managing peer review? This is a real mixed message for CRG staff. I worry about lack of buy-in to the new system.

- A key part of the Separation of Functions project should be defining expectations for authors and editorial teams. There are some CRGs where Co-Eds (in particular) are reluctant to use core tools such as RMW. This means authors in that CRG cannot use advanced integrations that break RMS compatibility (GRADEPro, RoB 2, study-centric data etc). If CRGs are focusing on offering author support pre-submission, this is highly problematic. To work properly, author support needs to include engagement with all core review production tools. So far EMD has not pushed this agenda at all.

- In terms of editorial integrity, I feel that Central Editorial Service involvement at title approval stage, and rejection of first submissions, is really critical. In many ways engaging at peer review stage is too late. In addition, if the CES could see the state of many first submissions, it might lead to a better appreciation of the level of intervention needed with authors.

Response 5; received 16.02.21:

1. **Evidence for claims of CRGs/MEs not applying editorial integrity**
   
a. It’s unclear what the underlying reasons for the idea of the centralised editorial service (CES) are. What is the evidence base to claim the need for a CES?

b. Can the paper submitted and approved by the Governing Board be shared please?

c. Was the pilot planned in 2019 with one Network using the CES ever done? What were the findings?

2. **Flaws in the argument for CES**
   
a. MEs complain about their workload – this is a problem that needs to be addressed at the source; for us it’s unrealistic expectations by my Co-Ed combined with a lot of simultaneous changes within Cochrane (technology, policy, and methods). The solution doesn’t lie within the CES.

b. CES can speed up the time from submission to publication – yes, as you will only receive high quality submission if an ME is supposed to join the author team. You’ll see manuscript at the point of sign-off under the model of the CES. This is not a measure that can be used to compare the performance of the CES with the current CRGs.

3. **Arguments against the need for a CES**
   
a. I would consider myself an ME who is very much aware of the boundaries between authoring and editorial tasks. I make use of the Network structure by involving the Associate Editor and Senior Editor in editorial checks when our CRGs Co-Ed is an author. I’ve rejected a draft protocol our Co-Ed and a Senior Editor are authors on.

b. In the rare instances that I’m an author on a review with our CRG, a colleague is managing the process, involving objective input from the Network’s Associate Editor. While authoring isn’t my main interest, I found the few occasions an invaluable learning experience that informed my practice as a ME. But there are structures in place to maintain editorial integrity.

c. I don’t re-write contents for authors but provide editorial comments for the authors to be addressed.
d. There are already objective layers of editorial input in the current structure and definition of roles by people who are not involved in supporting authors with methods queries before and after submission – external peer review, contact editors, Methods Support Unit (when applicable) and Network Associate Editor/Senior Editor (when applicable).

e. Can training of CRG staff address any issues/concerns that led to the idea of the CES?

f. We cannot compare Cochrane to other journals while still claiming we are better. The amount of methods and standards we expect authors to adhere to, and which I assume are the underlying basis for the high quality of Cochrane reviews, inherently requires the need for additional support other journal editors may not provide. It seems a counterintuitive argument to align our processes to other journals while still aiming to claim a superior product.

4. **Emotional impact**

a. I feel offended/demoralised/angry by the suggestion that I’m not doing a good job. It undermines my daily efforts of applying editorial integrity to all I do. It seems to be an unfounded and sweeping statement including over 50 MEs/AMEs.

b. I want to be a Managing Editor, not author support. What does it mean when it was said the roll-out of the new EMS is an ‘opportunity to define roles and expectations’?

c. I’m worried that I may need to re-apply for my job with potential (negative) changes to my working conditions/salary as surely the NIHR and other funders don’t provide funding to the CRGs for authoring reviews and increasing funding for Cochrane to employ more MEs for the CES. This seems to effectively mean that the plan would be to dismantle the CRGs.

d. One of the satisfying elements of my role is to publish something. It sounds as though that will be taken away.

**Response 6; received 23.02.21:**

Overall whilst it’s clear that the intent of the project is to improve review quality and production, I think communication of these substantial changes to process has been poorly handled. Some specific issues with this are:

1 **Format for delivery**

   Inappropriate considering the likely impact of these changes on roles for editorial staff. The session wasn’t flagged as being of special significance, the open forum meant that feeding back concerns was difficult. A closed meeting for people most likely to be affected by these changes would have been more appropriate.

2 **Content**

   Further clarity re implications of changes to roles both during and beyond the pilot are needed, particularly around the implications of proposed discussions with funders around feasibility of moving to this model of review production. How would a change in funding impact on staff contracts with their host institutions?
Although obviously unintended, the focus on concerns re integrity of review production and reference to funder concerns re independence of the process felt like a lack of recognition of the effort and dedication of editorial base teams who continue to struggle to support review teams to produce reviews which meet Cochrane’s quality standards.

3 Timing
Whilst acknowledgement was briefly made of the pressures we are all currently under in this pandemic, the addition of a project which will potentially bring major organisational change to existing system and policy changes is putting an enormous amount of pressure on Managing Editors in particular. We are currently being asked to engage with all of this in addition to continuing with business as usual which doesn’t feel fair or achievable.

Response 7; received 25.02.21:
My main comment is that these pilot projects need to include a clear statement of what the new processes are intended to achieve and an evaluation plan for how the outcomes will be measured to determine if the objectives have been met. This will help when it is time to make a well-informed decision about whether or not to extend the pilot into a full roll out.
It will be a shame if an evidence-orientated organisation such as Cochrane does not include a clear, a priori, evaluation plan when testing and implementing new initiatives.

Response 8; received 25.02.21:
Apart from the benefits of separating the review development and editorial sides of review production, we are glad that Karla recognises that MEs have too much to do and by letting go of peer review and final sign-off, we can redirect our time to checking conflicts of interest and other work.

Response 9; received 25.02.21:
- I have seen no proposal document for this project – only listened to one of the EIC’s recent webinars at which it was presented for just 20 mins of the hour-long call. A key question in the session I attended – would ME roles be reduced or reconfigured – was not properly addressed (a brief dismissal of this concern in a chat box reply). Categorically:
  - If I lose these editorial management parts of my role I won’t have enough work to justify a full-time position.
  - It will considerably de-skill my role.
- Justification for this course of action seems to be underpinned by two 2020 ME surveys that we undertook in good faith, for other reasons:
  - The Origins (Dave Allen) survey of CRG editorial processes (May 2020) to plan purchase of the new commercial EMS for us (MEs) to use instead of Archie workflows. We gave detailed information about our editorial processes on this understanding.
  - The ME Exec’s capacity building survey from 2020 seems to have been used to claim that MEs are overworked/suffering burnout etc. I had no idea it would be used in this way – I thought it was a supportive exercise. Many MEs are not overloaded (I am not).
- The implication that CRGs are using questionable editorial/peer review processes is completely unfair to many groups, ours included.
- There is an implication that managing peer review is somehow admin:
It is skilled work and best done by editors who know their clinical field really well (and over time have built up relationships with world-class experts within that field).

Management of post-peer review changes and responses is some of the most skilled work I do. To do it well it requires an in-depth understanding of the field and topic, and a detailed knowledge of the document.

- **Timing and speed**
  - This is being initiated in the middle of the pandemic when many MEs working lives are under severe strain. This is at best tone-deaf.
  - The proposed rapid project timeline is going to cause significant anxiety and stress among the ME community.

**Response 10; received 26.02.21:**

- If major changes are being announced, could there be more fanfare – the announcement of these changes passed under the radar.
- Conversations with MEs seem to happen late in a change process.
- Karla mentioned that having a ‘hub’ in the public health group facilitated collaboration with the community for covid reviews. How will this element of that experience inform the setting up of the pilot?
- I have lots of questions about peer review but probably early days for those - how will the central team evaluate the response to clinical comments? Who will provide clinical expertise, if not the editors that the new process eliminates from editorial decision making? Who will sign off?
- Why doesn’t Cochrane tap into Wiley’s editorial processes. They will have a centralised team whose job it is just to send out articles for review and it might be cheaper for those bare admin processes to be outsourced.
- MEs and even AMEs in some groups, by necessity, are involved in systematic reviewing, whereas others have a more purely editorial role. The roles of group staff may also align to one function rather than another. These changes must have some impact on tasks and therefore roles. Why is there no acknowledgement of this, and how will this process be managed with employers etc. since it seems clear that some job descriptions may need to change.
- If processes move centrally won’t funding move centrally?
- Our group has developed relationships with both specialist and consumer reviewers in our field over many years and there also institutional memory, which will be lost in this process. With consumer groups, peer review can be part of an ecosystem of identifying potential consumer authors, building relationships for dissemination etc. There is a risk in losing that.
- When assessing the ‘speed’ of the editorial process, the pilot is bound to be quicker if you remove all the development work that is part of the process for many CRGs, who don’t have the luxury of rejecting reviews that need input/work. It doesn’t make sense to compare them.
- Perhaps a more personal comment. As an ME, I find it alienating to be referred to as ‘the community’, as though we are just part of a loose affiliation, while ‘Cochrane’ seems to have become the central team. The proposed changes may help correct the imbalance between resourcing of secondary (but important) activities in the growing central team and under-resourced core editorial/review work in CRGs – which has been there for years. That said, it is a little frustrating that the fix is again to centralise. I think Cochrane needs to decide whether it is committed to its CRGs (and its network structure).
‘Editorial integrity’ is not a great phrase – some felt these changes questioned their professional integrity – why not talk about editorial independence?

Response 11; received 26.02.21:

- We believe the primary function of a CRG editorial base is to assure a high-quality, readable, timely, relevant review is published. We agree that the CRG should assure this. This is the point of an editorial base.
- Given the complexity of the rules in Cochrane, and the novelty of some of the methods, the editorial base and refereeing process often involves formative assessment. In other words, the editorial process is conducted in such a way to assure the product and help the author team learn. Indeed other journals also use refereeing and editorial input in this way to get a research paper with interesting findings across the journal threshold.
- A good CRG will ensure there is clear separation of functions; with the support editor not being involved in the decisions around whether the review is published. We believe this is necessary, and indeed we have this in place. Indeed, many CRGs have clear separation of support/editorial functions; have supported establishment of the CRG Networks, and regularly engage with Network Seniors Editors and Associate Editors (especially for high-priority/controversial reviews) for QA of reviews.
- I think the CEU have muddled up problems in other groups of general poor editorial process. This is compounded from habits developed in the early days (and still persists) of a rather patronising approach taking author teams that were not capable of doing the review and then the editorial teams then started writing the review, they have a duty to the authors rather than their readers. We believe some groups are still doing this which is very problematic. These groups often have weak editorial systems.
- If you separate the editorial functions you take away the power of the CRG to commission and get reviews done, and there will be little incentive to support teams.
- If the EMD pilot includes poorly performing CRGs, then there’ll be clear demonstration of benefit: shorter timelines (from submission to publication) and higher quality publications. The initial 6 CRGs that will be partaking in the pilot haven’t been formally announced yet; are these all from the same network? Identified as having issues regarding QA and time to publication? The pilot will extend to 15-20 CRGs later (it’s an 18-month pilot); how will these be selected?
- What is the long-term aim then; for this to be extended to all CRGs? Peer review is all protocols/review to be done centrally?
- Has Cochrane considered the implications in terms of funding of CRG editorial bases? Will funders continue to support editorial bases that don’t perform editorial (peer review) processing of protocols/reviews after submission for editorial approval?

Response 12; received 26.02.21:
I was so pleased when you emailed about this as it has been a bit unsettling. I’m not super-worried, because I know nothing will really change yet, but it’s just the thoughts that change is on the horizon and not knowing what that will look like for our day to day work.
We think that we’re going to be part of the pilot starting in June and when we heard everything from peer review would be going to central, I thought at first – ‘Wow – that’s quite a chunk of our work’ … [redacted to maintain anonymity]. However, [one of my colleagues] said to me she doesn’t think it’s as clear cut as this whole section of our process will disappear from our workload. We will input more at earlier times, we might be doing our internal ‘peer review’ with editors before we submit for ‘external’ peer review with CES (a big question is how it changes our editors’ roles, esp the stats/methods); we’ll do our checks earlier, we might assist with their response to CCs; maybe it’ll be like we’re now ‘with the team’ to make changes and perfect it for peer review, we will have ‘changed sides’... Not to mention being more involved and supportive along the way before they submit. But then it sounds like from what they said on the Q&A (“We do not expect MEs to have "reduced work,” as one of the problems currently is that many MEs are overloaded with work”) that they do expect some work being taken from us to enable us to fill it with the work we don’t get round to. I guess a lot of our work will just be done prior to peer review so it’s not like “everything you did from peer review onwards is taken from you”.

Certainly, I’d love to be able to do more around dissemination, standardisation (e.g. creating template text), investigating all the training materials on Cochrane Training, reading reports to stay more aware of what’s going on (I’ve got such a long list of “To reads”), reflecting on our processes (we do this, but this could free up time to do more of it)....

But both [my colleague] and I feel it’s not completely clear and we’ll have to wait to find out more; we felt a bit like the announcement over a webinar made it sound less of a big deal than it is, because it really will be big changes to our daily work and with all the other changes with EMS, RMW etc. it’s a lot. We can see where central is coming from though; we think it does make sense to have more centralisation. Probably my biggest concern was whether centralising the ed process will affect the funding we receive?

Response 13; received 22.02.21:
When comments come in from the PRs how will the Central team deal with them? In our group, the ME looks at/check them, then they go to the contact editor – or even one of the Co Eds depending on the review/topic. Sometimes they will override/change/amend the comments. We never send comment to authors without scrutinizing them first, we have a very consultative/collaborative approach within the group.

Response 14; received 01.03.21:
- Editorial integrity was identified as a priority from our funders. When was this? From which funders? How did the funders communicate this?
- How do you plan to ‘scale up’ Central Editorial Service in Workstream 1? Recruit temp staff, second CRG staff?
- How will you consult with each CRG? You mean all 50+?
- How have the 6 pilot groups been selected? When we will know which groups these are?
- Are streams 1 & 2 happening at same time?
- Was consideration ever given to the standardising all editorial procedures across the CRGs, rather than centralising the service?
- Aren’t those CRGs who produce good quality, high integrity reviews being penalised for those CRGs that don’t?
Comments:

- Shame that lots of big projects/changes either going on at same time or happen one after each other, especially during such a challenging time for all. There seems to have been non-stop projects involving us for years.
- I’m really disappointed at the potential loss of peer review. I love co-ordinating peer review for our group and consider myself pretty good at it. I also shared with CRGs in my Network how I conduct peer review because some of those CRGs felt peer review was a real burden.
- It will be challenging and painstaking to try and unpick all the components of each CRG (when you consult with each of them) – e.g. their funding, numbers of staff, job roles. A reason why something happens in one CRG won’t be the same for another, etc, etc.
- I think it would be good to demonstrate the potential opportunities (re-training, etc) for ME/AMEs ASAP.
- Some MEs/AMEs/EAs don’t have a science/research background (like me). It feels like we might be more vulnerable to proposed changes than others who are more methods-minded. However, I think we also have and will continue to contribute much to Cochrane.

Response 15, received 16.03.21:
I haven’t been able to comment because there wasn’t enough information from the webinar or the Q&A as to what this will really mean for our job.

Response 16, received 16.03.21:
If the editorial process is to be centralised, then what is the function and the fate of the editorial board of the Cochrane Review Groups I am a member? This would be the obvious concern, it seems to me.

Response 17, received 17.03.21:
For the pilot project relating to separating review development and editorial function, it would be good to receive some clarity on:

- has the pilot received input from a diverse group of funders that support CRGs?
- is Cochrane preparing/communicating with funders about this potential shift in responsibilities of CRGs?
- a curiosity question - do we have any sense of the proportion of reviews in review groups currently being undertaken by editors (e.g. is it 20% or higher)?

Response 18, 17.03.21 (shared with EMD directly on 16.02.21):
I was relieved [to hear in the Join the Conversation webinar] that the new Editorial Manager would allow for internal and external peer review to happen at the same time (we do so after an initial triage check and authors’ revision if necessary) but wonder how this can happen with this new proposed model splitting review development/support and editorial sign off. The CRG can send the protocol/review methodologically sound and reportedly brilliantly to the central editorial team. But if it is only at that stage that external content experts and consumer referees are feeding back on the fundamentals (such as PICO and which interventions to group together for analyses etc) significant proportions of the protocol/review may need to be redone and reassessed – effectively sent back to the CRG? I understand for clinical groups they have content editors who could anticipate this type of external feedback, but in our topic area, we cannot have enough editors to cover all possible topics.
Response 19, 17.03.21:
- I think my issue is I have no idea what they plan to split. The whole proposal came completely out of the blue.
- Will the roles be changed, will the ME position be downgraded to simply administration?
- Will the Coeds still have responsibility for their topic areas from accepting of titles through to publishing?
- How will the editors and peer reviewers be dealt with?
- As I have no plans to go back and listen to this webinar, information about where this decision has come from would be appreciated.
Executive summary

Our membership system is based on active contributions, so when someone leaves the organization and stops contributing their membership ceases. For some individuals who have made an extraordinary contribution to the organization this is inappropriate and so we want to formalize criteria for offering membership to these individuals that is not linked to continued contribution, but is instead a recognition of their previous extraordinary contribution. This paper sets out how these two new membership categories of Lifetime Member and Emeritus Member will work.

Background and context

Cochrane Membership rewards those who contribute to Cochrane’s work. Membership is primarily based on a points system. Anyone who signs up to Cochrane as a supporter can earn points and when they reach a threshold they become a member for a certain amount of time (1, 3 or 5 years). Cochrane Group staff and those in governance positions are also eligible for Membership whilst in post. People who contribute to Cochrane over many years continue to have their membership renewed over an extended amount of time. However, the system is set up in such a way that when people stop contributing, they cease to be a member once their current membership period expires (this will range between 12 months and 5 years depending on their membership).

In the original membership concept, we had the idea that some people would become Lifetime Members or Emeritus Members, but we have never formalized these categories of membership.
In previous papers around Membership we have not confirmed the mechanism for Lifetime and Emeritus Memberships. Certain people have been awarded emeritus status in recent years, including the Board designating David Tovey Emeritus Editor-in-Chief and a number of retiring Co-ordinating Editors were designated Emeritus Co-ordinating Editor in 2020. This proposal to is to formalize and standardize the way in which Lifetime and Emeritus awards will be used in future.

Proposal

To create a formal way of recognising exceptional contributions to the organisation through memberships that are not time limited and are not linked to continued contribution. We propose to do this through two mechanisms: Lifetime Membership and Emeritus Membership.

The two categories are deliberately similar in their criteria, and the main defining point is that Emeritus status is linked specifically to leadership contributions.

Lifetime Membership

For those individuals who have been part of Cochrane for many years who are approaching the end of their time working in the organization we can consider Lifetime Membership to acknowledge their longstanding commitment to Cochrane. For example, many CRGs have staff members who have worked for the Group for more than a decade and contributed significantly to Cochrane’s success.

Long service alone is not enough to receive this award, the individual nominated for the award should have made a significant contribution to Cochrane beyond their day to day work. This may involve participating in committees, working groups or other initiatives where they have contributed to Cochrane more generally and beyond their specific day to day remit.

There is an expectation that people being nominated for this award will have worked in Cochrane for over 10 years, though in some cases where there has been an exceptional contribution in a shorter time and a person embodies the characteristics that this award seeks to reward, this award can still be considered.

We envisage that a list of new lifetime memberships will be published annually in the Annual Review, though they may be given out at any time of year. There would not be any formal ceremony associated with these awards. We would expect to award around ten to twenty of these awards per year, but there may be peaks and troughs, as, for example, there may be a large number of Group staff who have worked with Cochrane from the early 1990’s who retire over the coming years leading to a peak.

The following criteria describe the sort of contribution that this award seeks to recognize. Awardees should meet all of these criteria to some degree.

- Served in a Cochrane role for a significant period of time, normally more than 10 years;
- Made an extraordinary contribution to Cochrane that exceeds the expectations of their role in Cochrane;
- Held positions of responsibility in the organization, e.g. contributed to committees, governance groups or other initiatives;
- Embodies Cochrane’s Principles, especially the principle of collaboration.

Standard membership terms and conditions apply, e.g. not working for pharmaceutical companies, so if someone moves on to a role in industry they may be unable to accept their membership.

These criteria are similar to those of the Chris Silagy prize, which is no coincidence, as lifetime membership is attempting to capture similar qualities, but just acknowledging this at the end of a person’s time in Cochrane.

Emeritus Membership
The concept of Emeritus Membership is to acknowledge those who make a significant contribution to the leadership of the organization over a significant length of time. As with Lifetime Membership, there is an expectation that the individual will have contributed to the organization for a significant period of time, normally over ten years, but in this case there is a requirement that the person has held a significant leadership position in the organization or has acted in a leadership capacity. We would expect there to be a smaller number of these each year, perhaps between five and ten per year.

In certain circumstances, Emeritus Membership status may be given with an associated title: e.g., Emeritus Co-ordinating Editor, which may come with specific additional acknowledgement (for example, a certificate from the Editor in Chief).

New Emeritus Members should be announced annually, ideally at the AGM.

The criteria for emeritus membership are the same as lifetime membership, but there is an additional requirement that the individual has:

- held a significant leadership position in Cochrane, e.g., Co-ordinating Editor, Centre Director;

**Reward**

Both Lifetime Members and Emeritus Members will have an open-ended Cochrane Membership, with associated rights and benefits that come with that. Importantly, this includes the right to contribute to our governance through voting in Cochrane Elections.

Certificates of appreciation will also be sent to these individuals in addition to their membership certificate that is available on demand in Cochrane Account. Recipients of these awards may use these titles and the associated downloadable membership badge in email signatures, or in other ways if they wish to do so.

Whilst we hope that these benefits will be appreciated, the main focus of these awards is on the acknowledgement rather than the reward.

From informal feedback received we know that these awards will be appreciated. For example, in 2020 we announced that a number of retiring Co-ordinating Editors would gain a title of Emeritus Co-ordinating Editor and that was very well received.

**Identifying or nominating candidates**

The Membership team in People Services administer the membership database and can assign Lifetime or Emeritus Memberships as required. The membership team will actively promote nominations for Lifetime Membership in appropriate areas of the organisation, but we will also monitor changes in Group staff roles to actively identify potential nominees. The membership database will track who holds different sorts of membership and can be searched as required to produce reports.

Nominations can be made by peers by writing to support@cochrane.org and they will be processed by the membership team before being passed on for approval.

**Approval of these Membership awards**

We propose to convene a small Governing Board sub-committee (a Membership Committee or Awards Committee) to oversee approval of these awards.

**Retrospective memberships**

Where someone wishes to be acknowledged retrospectively, they or their peers may write to support@cochrane.org with an explanation of their previous role in the organization and what status they believe
would be relevant to them. If someone is nominating themselves for a retrospective award, they should include a named referee who will be able to confirm their previous contributions.

Retrospective awards will follow the same approval processes as above. We do not intend to offer posthumous recognition through this system.

**Costs, Benefits and Risks to Cochrane**

These awards do not come with any physical reward, nor do they have any financial reward attached, so there is no direct cost. The staff cost associated with managing the awards is minimal.

These people who have contributed significantly to Cochrane would feel alienated by the organization if they remained part of our normal points based system, and so this scheme seeks to retain the good will of these individuals who will continue to be advocates for Cochrane and it also allows us to continue a relationship with these people to involve them in ways that benefit the organization in the future.

There are no significant risks identified. All memberships are subject to the terms and conditions of membership and, if necessary, they can be revoked by the Governing Board, for example, if we felt that someone with one of these memberships was bringing the organization into disrepute.

**Request to the Council**

We ask the Council to comment on this proposal before formal sign off from the Governing Board.

**Next steps**

- Governing Board to approve the formalization of these awards
- The People Services team will set up the required internal processes.
- A Terms of Reference for the sub-committee will be drafted
- We will communicate to the community that these awards are now available.